Abstract

The quest to improve effective teaching and student learning is on-going. Many different learning style models have been developed, but most are too complicated to give in interpret in the classroom. One simple tool that has been successfully used to gain insight into student learning is the VARK catalyst (Visual/Aural/Read-Write/Kinesthetic). Results obtained for class profiles of Freshmen and Junior level Chemical Engineering students using VARK indicate that student learning styles may differ substantially from what most professors believe and that these styles are firmly in place by the time a student reaches the university. Students showed much less preference for visual input than expected. The preferred learning style of the majority of students as was found to be kinesthetic (hands-on) mode, either by itself or in combination with other learning styles (multimodal). A discussion of the class results compared with activities designed to reach students through multiple modes proved easy to discuss with the students and opened up the discussion of study habits and active learning in the classroom.

I. Introduction

Although the roots of learning theory can be traced back to Descartes and Hobbes, the science of learning began with the work of Ivan Pavlov (1849-1936). Since then, numerous models of learning and retention have been proposed and studied. These researchers have found that, while the content of what is learned will change from case to case, the process of learning remains the same1.

However, as educators attempted to apply these findings in the classroom they began to notice substantial differences in how students assimilate content. Further applied research demonstrated that students have preferred learning styles that directly impact the assimilation and retention of course content2-4.

This research resulted in the creation of a plethora of inventories to assess student learning styles. Smith5 identified 15 different instruments, and many more have been developed since6,7. Indeed, the Learning Style Assessment Profile kit8 contains 24 independent scales that “diagnose a student’s cognitive style, as well as perceptual, affective, and environmental styles.”

These instruments vary widely in their complexity, ease of administration, and the quality of information the results provide, both for teachers and students. Additionally, these instruments purport to measure different dimensions9, ranging from Harb’s10 feeling/watching/thinking/
doing to Felder and Silverman’s sensory-intuitive/visual-auditory/inductive-deductive/active-reflective/sequential-global.

This has enormous implications for classroom teachers, who seek to optimize their teaching. How can a teacher be effective if everyone in the class acquires information in a different manner? How can a teacher even figure out what dimensions to assess, much less how to conduct the assessment. And, most important, how does this impact student learning.

Unfortunately, in higher education, most teachers are left to figure that out for themselves. As Patricia Cross notes, “teaching is in a primitive state of development ... related more to the characteristics and predilections of teachers than to the needs of the students.” Pointing out that graduate schools do not provide students with any new information about teaching, she finds that most teachers still teach as they were taught, concluding that “graduate schools today are not turning out any better teachers that the graduate schools of 50 years ago.”

Left to struggle on their own, teachers have responded in a variety of ways. Some teachers just fall back on the ways that work for them. Some try various assessment tools with varying degrees of success. But even the best, most dedicated teachers may just throw up their hands and hope for the best. Fortunately, recent research has provided some enlightenment for engineering educators who are seeking to be more effective in the classroom and improve student learning.

Richard M. Felder, a Chemical Engineering professor at North Carolina State University, studied student learning styles in his classroom. In addition to the article provided for reference, he has developed a web page “Richard Felder’s Resource in Science and Engineering Education” at www2.ncsu.edu/unity/lockers/users/f/felder/public/RMF.html with more information on his publications and views on active learning and learning styles. He has categorized learning styles by five different “dimensions” and corresponding continuum of student preference for processing of information: perception (sensing/intuitive), input modality (visual/verbal), organization (induction/deduction), processing (sequential/global), and understanding (active/reflective). According to Felder, visual input includes things like pictures, diagrams, flow charts and demonstrations. Verbal input includes both written and spoken words. If material is presented in the mode preferred by the student, it is thought to be more effectively processed by the brain and so better understood. Felder indicates that most students and faculty prefer visual input. Unfortunately, most engineering classes are still presented in lecture format, which is based on verbal information.

In 1992, Fleming and Mills published the results of their classroom research, which was based on the VARK catalyst. In Felder’s terms, the VARK assesses input/modality, which is the student’s preferred style for receiving information. However, rather than characterizing the input modes as a continuum from visual to verbal, as presented by Felder, the VARK catalyst examines the preference for each of four different input modes individually and allows preference for more than one input mode. The VARK catalyst and discussion of active learning and learning styles are available from Dr. Charles Bonwell over the internet at www.active-learning-site.com.
Like Felder, Fleming and Mills found that students will learn material more effectively if they receive that information in the manner in which they prefer to receive information. The VARK catalyst divides input modes into four areas: visual (V), aural (A), read/write (R), and kinesthetic (K). Visual learners prefer pictures, diagrams, and flowcharts. An aural learner indicates a preference for spoken words, while a read/write learner would prefer them written down. Kinesthetic learners can include information from other modes, but prefer experience -- simulated or real -- and would include demonstrations, real life examples, and practice situations.

Fleming and Mills characterized the VARK as a tool for discussion and reflection. Not only can instructors benefit from this assessment tool by 1) examining their teaching styles and learning to present information more effectively and 2) developing teaching strategies to cover each different mode of input. Students can also benefit from using the VARK by learning about their own preferred input modes. This allows them to be more effective learners in all courses because they can adjust their study habits and the way they take and make notes to accommodate their modality preferences. The VARK can also be given to a class to indicate to the students and the instructor how they prefer to be given information as individuals and as a class. The results obtained from profiling of junior level and freshman level chemical engineering students at the University of Arkansas have provided some interesting insight into the preferred input mode for chemical engineering students. This paper discusses these results.

II. History

Beginning instructors are often disconcerted by how by how little information students actually process from a given class. In some cases, a student may ask a question related to material that has just been covered in class – with the answer still written on the chalkboard. Another student may ask a question related to information presented verbally but not written down. A third student may appear to pay no attention and take few notes, but when asked a question by the instructor will have a good answer immediately. In the past, Dr. Driscoll would verbally summarize the topic of the information to be covered, provide the theory, followed by specific examples. She would often be interrupted by students while covering theory with the question “why do we need to learn this.” Since the train of thought was then interrupted, a quick verbal summary of examples to be used later was given before continuing with the theory.

The instructor’s problems are often exacerbated by asking for input from students. For example, when asking for student feedback during the semester, Dr. Driscoll typically received the response “include more worked examples.” Since at least one complete example per equation was always included in the discussion, she found this confusing, especially when students appeared to pay little attention during the worked example.

However, a significant clue toward solving the problem was provided a student, who commented, “I want to see you work out the problem so I know more about the thought process.” She determined that the manner in which the examples were worked in class had a significant impact on whether or not the students really learned from the experience. When Dr. Driscoll started getting the students involved by predicting trends, guessing answers, and
supplying calculated values, significantly more learning took place for the same number of examples! In searching for clues to what was happening in her classroom, Dr. Driscoll tried many assessment tools, including the VARK.

III. Discussion of Results

When the VARK catalyst was first used to profile a class, the results were unexpected. The profile for sixteen students taking the junior level Mass Transport class are presented in Table 1. Although previous research by Felder\(^6\) indicated a strong preference for visual learning among engineering students, these results show something different. The majority in this class (69\%) were multimodal. The strongest overall modality, combining pure and multimodal students, was kinesthetic (81\%). There were no pure visual learners, and visual input was a preferred mode of input for only 27\% (3/11) of the multimodal learners. The high aural preference as part of the multimodal distribution (7/11) was also significant for this class. The profile was given the first day of class and the results were compiled anonymously.

The results of the profile were discussed with the class, and resulted in the continued change in teaching style toward a more interactive classroom. Student involvement in problem solving of examples during lecture was increased, and more time was devoted to group-based or pairs in-class problem solving by the students. This allowed students to solve more problems in a hands-on manner, and talk with each other while they worked. Dr. Driscoll went from group to group provide assistance, and help them one-on-one with specific questions. The majority of the students like this method, although in a few cases individuals worked on their own rather than participate.

Each Mass Transport class was profiled using the VARK catalyst over the next two semesters (spring and summer) essentially profiling the whole junior level class. These profiles showed some variation in results, but no drastic changes. Figures 1 and 2 summarize the combined results from all three semesters. Figure 1 shows the distribution among the different preferred input modes, grouping multi-modal learners together. Figure 2 presents the percentage contribution of each type of learning to the multi-mode numbers.

Overall, 81\% of the students showed some type of preference for kinesthetic input, either as pure K or multi-modal kinesthetic learners. Twenty-two percent of the students indicated a pure kinesthetic learning style preference. Visual input as a preferred input mode was indicated for only 18\% of the multimodal students, with no pure visual learners. The discussion in each class of their learning style profile, combined with the previous results, proved to be a good starting point for discussing the format for active learning activities. Positive feedback was given by the classes concerning the in-class problem solving and group work, and an improvement in examination scores was seen as compared with earlier classes. One student commented that even thought he knew he was a reflective learner, and might not understand everything during class, he liked this method of covering information.

For comparison with a different grade level, the instructor of the Fall 1999 freshman course “Introduction to Chemical Engineering” was asked to profile his class. The class was the largest in the last five years and so the sample was larger than the combined total of upper level students. Dr. Driscoll administered the VARK test and briefly discussed learning styles with the
students. Because the class was 31% female, the students were also asked to indicate gender on the test. The overall results are summarized in Figures 3 and 4.

The percentage of pure kinesthetic learners was 36% as compared to 22% for the junior-level students. Higher numbers were also seen for the pure V, A, and R learning styles in the larger sample size. However, the distribution of preferred learning styles contributing to the multimodal learners was very similar to that found in the junior class. No significant differences were observed in comparing the male/female results.

It is interesting that the results presented here are so very different than the learning style preferences indicated by Felder and Silverman.6 There is a lack of preference for visual input modality by students, and when present it is generally combined with one or more additional modes. This might be a matter of definition rather than a true discrepancy. Felder and Silverman have defined the input modality dimension in such a way that demonstrations fall under the visual aspect. Thus, kinesthetic learners may fall partly under the banner of visual learning preference, while read/write and aural are together as verbal learners. If other aspects contributing to kinesthetic learning also qualify as visual preference, the VARK results would become a lot closer to data presented by Felder and Silverman. It may be that the differences in definition make a direct comparison impossible.

Little published data on VARK student profiles is available. Bonwell12 included some information concerning preferences that indicated wide variations in class profiles are possible for general education classes and fourth year/graduate students. Data from across the world suggest that most students are multimodal, and that the least preferred modality for students is aural. Thus, the first profile (Table 1.) shows a surprisingly high preference for aural input that was not anticipated according to available VARK data. This preference for aural input was moderated by additional class profiles, but remained consistently high while the visual component remained low.

Based on these results, some of the earlier feedback from students can be explained in terms of teaching and learning style mismatch. Chalkboard lectures and example problems written without discussion benefit read/write students, but leave out those with other learning preferences. Step-by-step discussion of the problem with student participation, or problem solving by students themselves benefits the aural and kinesthetic learners. Writing out the solution on the chalkboard as the process progresses will still be of benefit to pure read/write learners. An important aspect of kinesthetic learners is to start with the relevance of the importance to be presented. It was likely kinesthetic learners who asked questions during the theory presentation about possible applications. Lecture organization has since changed to start with a question related to an application: “what will happen when…?” or how long does it take for …?” with the question answered eventually using the appropriate equation.

Faculty learning preferences become important as in many cases. As previously mentioned, faculty tend to develop teaching styles related to their own learning style preferences. Little data from VARK is available concerning specific groups of faculty, but Bonwell12 presented some information concerning faculty attending the conference on Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching. The faculty were found to be approximately equally divided between pure R and multi-modal, with few pure V, A, or K learners. No further breakdowns of the multimodal preferences were provided. Read/write teaching style is common. While all students can learn
information presented on the chalkboard and from books, the information is not presented in the preferred input learning mode for the majority of the students.

The authors of this paper tested as pure K and RK. Interestingly, the instructor for the freshman course tested as VARK and so has no distinct preference for any particular learning style. This Professor has consistently received the high ratings from students and won the Catalyst Award for Teaching Excellence as well as University of Arkansas Burlington Outstanding Teacher Award and numerous other teaching awards. His multimodal learning preference may have helped him to develop an effective teaching style long before aspects of teaching and learning were a topic of investigation.

IV. Future work

One potential use of the class profiles is to develop group assignments for problem solving with similar learning profiles. Many times allowing students to choose their partner in pairing situations students will result in similar characteristics – independent workers who wait until the end to compare answers, or students who talk through the problems together. Group interactions may also benefit from combining similar input preferences. This theory will be tested in spring 2000 and feedback requested from the students.

While our profiles appear different than the VARK data discussed by Bonwell\textsuperscript{12}, it remained fairly consistent. One would suppose that within a given discipline, results should be consistent and may or may not follow general trends of other disciplines. It is possible that the preference for kinesthetic learning preference is a general characteristic of engineering, with possible differences in the distribution of other preferences for multimodal learners. This theory will be tested by evaluating students in different engineering departments prior to the 2000 ASEE conference.

This type of test may also be used in for retention and recruitment. Students often enter college with little knowledge of how to study through individualized methods. By continuing to use this exam in the freshman level class, the students are reached who can most benefit through this type of discussion, hopefully increasing retention. Also, knowing what type of student is attracted into chemical engineering can be used in developing a recruiting program. Including some type of hands-on activity and real equipment illustrating chemical engineering would be much more beneficial as compared to pictures of chemical plants or talking about chemical engineering.

V. Conclusions

The results of the VARK student profiles for chemical engineering juniors and freshmen indicates a strong preference for hands-on approach to learning. Undergraduate students in chemical engineering are mainly divided between pure kinesthetic learners and multimodal learners with a high preference for kinesthetic input. Because it is so strong in the class of incoming freshmen, it would seem that this preference for kinesthetic learning found in the majority of chemical engineering students is formed prior to entering college.

The incorporation of active learning activities into the mass transfer classroom proved extremely successful. VARK proved to be a good method for explaining this. Part of the explanation for
this may be the abundance of kinesthetic learners that were not being reached at all by normal lecture or chalkboard teaching styles. Upon reflection, the successful active learning activities were those that reached multiple learning input modes.

VARK catalyst is a simple inventory that can be used to profile learning styles in a class. Both students and instructors can benefit from the results. Instructors benefit through a better understanding of their students and how to most effectively present information in the classroom. Modifying teaching styles to accommodate the results of the class learning style profile can improve student learning. The benefit to students involves both the discussion of learning styles and the modification of classroom activities to better reach all preferred input modes.
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Table 1. Semester Class Learning Profile for Junior Level Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>N (total = 16)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>(11 total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRK</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARK</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARK</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Learning Style Preference Distribution for Mass Transfer Students

Figure 2. Multimodal Learning Style Preference Distribution for Mass Transfer Students
Figure 3. Learning Style Preference Distribution for Introduction to Chemical Engineering Students.

Figure 4. Multimodal Learning Style Preference Distribution for Introduction to Chemical Engineering Students.